GERMAN HANGARS AND AEROPLANE SHEDS
Part Five
via Barry Gray
TYPE E AEROPLANE SHED
The RAF Intelligence report did not provide any plans of this
type shed, just photographs taken at Pont-a-Marcq, Bisseghem
and Ennetières aerodromes. It noted that they were large,
rectangular sheds, apparently capable of accommodating a
medium-sized bomber such as the AEG G.IV. Construction
was all of timber.
The single Pont-a-Marcq example shown was stated to have
floor measurements of 60 x 60ft with 14ft doors (that presumably referred to door height). The doors were a combination
of drop-down and sliding ones, with gantries on either side
of the door opening to support the sliding ones in their open
position.
The roof was of double pitch, with the gable ends at the front
and rear.
The Bisseghem sheds differed in that they were arranged in
two blocks of four. That designated Block A had sheds of different sizes. The outer pair were stated to measure 66 x 66ft,
the inner pair 58 x 58ft. Although the outer pair appear to have
been identical, the inner pair had roofs of different heights.
The doors were of the drop-down type, but their dimensions

The two blocks of sheds at Bisseghem, showing the different roof
pitching.

were not given. The sheds in Block B were all identical and
were stated to measure 67 x 67ft and also to have drop-down
doors. The roofs were different to those in Block A, being of the
Dutch barn type.
In addition to a Type B shed, Ennetières had Type E sheds,
two measuring 72 x 72ft and two 52 x 40ft. It was noted that
such sheds could have rails that allowed a twin-engine bombing machine to be run in sideways
TYPE F AEROPLANE SHED
The report’s information on this shed type was scant. A
reconnaissance photograph of Scheldewindeke, too poor to
reproduce here, showed two of them and this appears to have
been the basis for the approximate measurements given, 280 x
125ft. This, it was stated, allowed such sheds to accommodate
three giant aeroplanes, presumably Staakens.
MISCELLANEOUS AEROPLANE SHEDS
Some sheds did not match any of the main six types and
examples of these, from Orcq and Marquain aerodromes,
were illustrated as an appendix to the file. Also added was a
photograph and simplified plan of the airship shed at Spich,
which may have been used to house German aeroplanes and
did house the Bristol F2Bs of 62 Sqn from May to July 1919.
The sheds at Orcq, large enough to accommodate a two-seat
C class machine, were unusual in that their T shape was asymmetrical, their walls were 13in courses of brick and the lattice
girders above the door openings extended above the level of the
single-pitch roofs. One, at least, had a brick central floor area,
the rest, presumably, was bare earth. The drawings accompanying this article show the example as it was illustrated in the
report but comparison with the photographs suggests that the
glazing units in the walls were much larger than suggested.
Whereas one of the Marquain sheds had 9in brick walls, the
other had been built to incorporate a pre-war brick wall as its
rear wall, with side walls of 9in thick concrete. Both had the
projecting frontal roof girder and featured drop-down doors.
The airship shed at Spich.
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